
Sectors all over the galaxy are disappearing, being replaced by black holes 
that threaten to destroy everything within! You and representatives of other 

spacefaring species are trying to grab everything you can get your hands 
(or hand-analogues) on before you get sucked into the darkness.

Survive the longest, and see if you can…



GOAL
You win if you’re the last one standing. A player loses if they run out 
of cards during their Income or Action Phase, if they cannot move in 
their Travel Phase, or if a card tells them they lose.

CONTENTS
122 resource cards (usually just called “cards”)
7 alien cards
15 void beast cards
35 sector tiles
24 double-sided sector mod tiles
7 ships

SETUP
Each player takes one of the alien cards (either chosen deliberately or 
distributed randomly) and the ship of the corresponding color.

The board will be a 5 by 5 grid of sectors. To set up the board, first 
separate the starting sectors (which have a rocket icon and the first 
letter of a race’s name) from the rest of the sectors.

The setup for the bottom row of the board will vary slightly 
depending on the number of players.



In a 3-5 player game
Take all of the starting sectors that match up to a player color. If 
there are fewer than 5 players, add more starting sectors until you 
have 5. Shuffle them up and put them in a row; this is the bottom 
row of the board. Each player places their ship on the starting sector 
matching their color. The sectors that are not part of the grid are 
returned to the box.

In a 6-7 player game
Take all of the starting sectors that match up to a player color. 
Shuffle them up and put 5 of them in a row; this is the bottom row 
of the board. Each player places their ship on the starting sector 
matching their color. In a 6-player game, the remaining player puts 
their ship on the central starting sector (sharing the sector with 
another ship). In a 7-player game, deal out the remaining starting 
sectors next to the 2nd and 4th sectors; the corresponding players 
place their ships on the sectors (sharing the sectors with other 
ships). The sectors that are not in the grid are returned to the box.

The rest of setup
Shuffle up all the non-starting sectors and deal out 20 of them to 
complete the 5x5 grid, all facing so that the numbers are straight up. 
Make sure you leave space between the sectors, since you will have 
to move and turn sector tiles throughout the game. The sectors that 
are not part of the grid are returned to the box.

Each sector tile is double-sided: one side is a black hole (with the 
number 0 and no arrows). When dealing the board, make sure the 
black hole side is down.

In this 4-player game, 
players have chosen 
purple, blue, orange and 
red aliens. These four 
colored starting sectors, 
plus the white one from 
the box, are shuffled to 
create this starting row. 
The four players put their 
ships on the appropriate 
sectors. The white sector 
starts with no ship.

In this 7-player game, 
all seven starting sectors 
were shuffled and dealt 
as above. The purple, 
red, blue, orange and 
yellow sectors make up 
the starting row. The 
green ship will start 
on the same sector as 
the red ship, and the 
white ship will start on 
the same sector as the 
orange ship. The sectors 
with the green and white 
spaceship icons are then 
returned to the box.



Randomly choose a starting player. Players take turns one at a time, in 
clockwise order, until only one player is still in the game.

Shuffle the deck of resource cards and deal each player 4 cards from it. 
This deck will be shared by all players during the game. Also, shuffle the 
Void Beast cards and keep them available, but don’t deal any out yet.

ON YOUR TURN
Your turn has three Phases, done in this order: Income Phase, Action 
Phase, Travel Phase. If you lose during any of these phases, your turn is 
over immediately. See the “When You Lose” section for more detail.

INCOME PHASE
Draw a number of cards equal to the number on your sector. 
If your sector’s number is less than 0, then discard that many cards 
instead of drawing any.
For example, on a -1 space, you discard 1 card instead of drawing any.

You lose in your Income Phase if… 
...you have no cards in your hand at the end of your Income Phase. See 
“When You Lose” section below for more details on what happens next.

ACTION PHASE
At the beginning of your Action Phase, count how many cards are in 
your hand. You will have to play exactly half that many cards (rounded 
up), one at a time.
For example: You start the turn with 4 cards, and you draw 1 in your 
Income Phase. From these 5, you have to play half of these, rounded up, 
which is 3.

The total number that you have to play doesn’t change, even if you 
draw, discard, swap hands, or run out of cards. Only if a card specifically 
ends your Action Phase, like Engine Malfunction, do you play fewer.
There are three types of resource cards (usually just called “cards”) in the 
deck: regular cards, ship mods, and sector mods. Mods are identified by 
the “ship mod” or “sector mod” label beneath the card ability; regular 
cards have no label.

If you’re on this 
sector when it has 
no mod, its number 
is 1, so you draw 1 
card. If the sector 
mod Hazardous 
Sector (“Decrease 
any sector’s number 
by 2.”) is on it, the 
sector’s number is -1, 
so you discard 1 card.



When you play a regular card, you perform its effect, then place the 
card on top of the discard pile face-up, unless it tells you otherwise. (For 
instance, Sword of Plu: “...put this card on top of the deck...”)

When you play a ship mod, it goes in front of the player of your choice 
- yourself or an opponent - who now controls it. That player has some 
extra ability or limitation while they control it. Some ship mods have a 
discard condition next to the “ship mod” label, or a way to discard them 
through the card’s ability. 
Phase Shift says, “Discard after you play: ”; if you control Phase Shift, 
you must discard it after you play and carry out the effects of a card with 
that symbol. 
Embargo says, “Instead of taking an Income Phase, discard this mod.” 
The next time that Embargo’s controller would take an Income Phase, 
either through normal turn order or a card’s effect, they take no Income 
Phase but discard Embargo.

The only other way to discard a ship mod is if another card specifically 
tells you that you can.
For example, The Big Red Shiny Button discards all sector mods and all 
ship mods controlled by all players immediately when it’s played.

When you play a sector mod, choose any sector. Place the matching 
token on the space. Based on the mod, that sector now has some special 
effect until the mod goes away. The mod only goes away when a card 
tells you to discard a mod (for example, The Big Red Shiny Button).

TRAVEL PHASE
Most sectors have at least one arrow pointing to another sector on the 
board. During your Travel Phase, move your ship one space away in 
the direction of any arrow on your sector. If your sector has no arrows 
pointing to other sectors, then you cannot move, so you lose.
For example, in the image to the right, the orange ship can move to any 
of the three 0-sectors. The purple ship cannot move as that sector isn’t 
pointing anywhere (it’s on the edge of the board), so it will lose.

Tribute
After you move your ship, you pay tribute to anyone whose ship is 
already on your new sector.  

You lose in your Action Phase if… 
...you have no cards in your hand after resolving any card’s effect. See 
“When You Lose” section below for more details on what happens next.

The abilities for Phase 
Shift, Embargo, and 
The Big Red Shiny 
Button:



Here’s how you manage tribute for the new sector your ship goes to 
during your Travel Phase (there is no tribute outside of the Travel Phase):

If the sector’s number is more than 0, you must give each of those 
players that number of cards from your hand. 
If it’s less than 0, each of those players must give you that many cards.

If you don’t have enough cards to fully pay tribute, just do what you can. 
You choose how to distribute the cards if you owe tribute to multiple 
players.

For example, you have 2 cards in your hand, and you move to a space 
with the number 2 occupied by 2 ships. You can either give one card to 
each of the players whose ships you just encountered, or two cards to 
one of those players. Either way, you will lose immediately after you give 
the cards.

You lose in your Travel Phase if… 
...you have no cards in your hand at the end of your Travel Phase, or 
if you can’t move your ship during your Travel Phase. See “When You 
Lose” section below for more details on what happens next.

WHEN YOU LOSE
When you lose, discard your hand and any ship mods you control. 
Remove your ship from the board. Draw one Void Beast card from that 
deck and put it face up over your alien card. On each of your subsequent 
turns, instead of performing a Income Phase, Action Phase and Travel 
Phase, you just perform the ability on any number of your void beast 
cards in any order you want - mess with everyone, it’s karmic fun! After 
your turn, draw a new Void Beast card face-up to add to your supply, 
keeping your old ones as well. You get stronger the longer you’re out!

ALIEN CARDS
Each alien card has two sides, one with a special ability and one without. 
Some alien cards’ special abilities note that they can only be used once 
per game. When used, flip them over to the side without a special 
ability to show that it can no longer be used. Even if another player later 
controls that race (for example, with Body Snatcher), that special ability 
cannot be used anymore once it’s been flipped.



QUICK PLAY 
For a shorter or simpler game, you can remove all ship mods from the deck and play without 
tribute. You can also choose to play without alien powers.
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GLOSSARY 
Black hole: A sector that’s flipped to the side with no arrows and the number 0. To make a sector 
into a black hole, flip it so that the black hole side is up. To restore a black hole, do the opposite. 
Black holes are still sectors, so they can still be modified by ship mods to have new numbers, 
arrows and abilities. Even if they have been modified, they still count as black holes (for instance, 
for Topkul’s ability: “When you start your turn on a black hole, draw 2.”). When a sector is flipped 
in either direction, discard all mods on that sector.

Your sector: “Your sector” is the sector that currently contains your ship.

Unoccupied sector: A sector that doesn’t contain any ships. (It may contain sector mods.)

Play a card: When a card’s ability tells you to play a certain card, you carry out the effects just as if 
you were playing it normally in your Action Phase, but it doesn’t count toward the total number of 
cards you have to play. For example, you start your Action Phase with 3 cards in hand, so you have 
to play 2 cards from your hand. You start by playing The Great Unknown, which reads “Play the 
top card of the deck.” You play the top card of the deck, and you still have to play one more card.

Swap sectors’ locations: Change the location of the sectors within the board, preserving their 
orientation (their rotation or lack thereof), and moving the ships along with the sectors, so they 
remain on the same physical tile in the new location. For example, in the example below, when you 
swap the 3-sector and the 0-sector in the left-hand grid, it results in the right-hand grid, with the 
orange ship still on the 3-sector.



Swap alien cards: Besides granting a special power during the game, alien cards also denote who 
controls which ship. For example, if you swap alien cards with the Neffi (red), you now control the 
red ship as well as being able to discard your ship and sector mods at any time.

Either/or: When a card gives you an “either... or” choice, you have to choose one that you can 
fully execute. The exception is that if you’re allowed to ignore negative effects of one of the 
options, you can still pick that option.
For example, Traitorous Crew reads, “At the end of your Action Phase, either discard 3 cards from 
your hand or turn your sector into a black hole.” If you don’t have 3 cards in your hand at the end 
of your Action Phase, you must choose the other option (turning your sector into a black hole).
Mortos’ alien ability allows them to choose to not discard cards on their turn. If Mortos has 
the Traitorous Crew ship mod, they can choose the “discard 3 cards” option without actually 
discarding 3 cards.

If you can’t fully execute any of the options presented to you, then you can choose any of them. 
For example, Sword of Plu reads, “Either discard 1 mod in play and put this on top of the deck, or 
discard 1 random card from your hand.” If there are no sector mods or ship mods in play and you 
have no cards in your hand, then you can do whichever option you choose (and therefore you can 
choose whether or not it goes to the top of the deck).

At any time: Any time during any player’s turn, even interrupting another effect. 
For example, the ship mod Secret Weapon reads, “You can discard this at any time to search for 
and draw the card ‘Drop Cargo’ from the deck, then shuffle the deck.” If someone plays Maltium 
Exchange (“Swap hands with any opponent.”) targeting you, you can discard Secret Weapon 
before the hands are swapped so that Drop Cargo ultimately ends up in the other player’s hand.

Instead: If you are instructed to do multiple cards’ effects “instead” of something, you can only 
execute one of those. For example, if you have two Engine Failure ship mods in front of you 
(“Instead of taking a Travel Phase, discard this card.”), you only discard one of them in place of 
your next Travel Phase.

Nearest: Requiring the fewest moves, ignoring arrows.
For example, if the orange player plays Spaghettification 
(“Move your ship to the nearest black hole…”), it must move to
the black hole on the left, since it’s one space away (diagonal)
and the black hole on the top right is two spaces away (up and
diagonal). If the ship were on the center sector, it could choose
to move to either black hole, since they’d both be one space
away (left or diagonal).

Card icons/colors: The resource cards are color- and icon-
coded based on their effects. In general, this doesn’t impact 
gameplay at all except for some ship mods’ discard conditions, 
but it can be helpful shorthand to know that all orange (mining 
icon) cards involve drawing cards, all red (teleport icon) cards 
involve moving ships, etc.:


